Global Meshwork Experience
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FORMAT:
Advanced whole-group noncognitive core process for Labs. Duration: 60 to 110 min.

PREREQUISITES:
Noncognitive Intelligence: Personal (spacetime dancing), Journey Into The Mountain, The Pearl, Enfaltungs Process, Goin Sane, Stellated Archetypes, Box Is Optional, etc.

PURPOSE:
Context shift: from modern consumer to global citizen integrated with the whole Earth.

SETUP:
Context setting in large circle in chairs. Some boxes of tissues and a couple plastic buckets scattered around near the chairs. Nothing in the center of the room.

INTRO / BACKGROUND:
There is a natural deep longing in humans to bring the background, noncognitive reality into daily four-body conscious experience, namely: we are the Earth. We don’t live on the Earth. Earth is not our planet. We do not have dominion over all the creatures and resources of the Earth. The Earth does not rotate around serving human needs.

We are the Earth.

Humans are a biology experiment of planet Earth. We are an organism which she has evolved. Like all organisms, we are completely interconnected with the whole biological web of life and consciousness of Earth. Earth evolved an organism with a structure that is complex and refined enough to hold sufficient consciousness for self-awareness. We call ourselves human beings.
This is a risky experiment for a planet to do because any self-aware consciousness (no matter if mammals, insects, or mollusks) has the tendency to mis-identify itself, first as an individual body (I am my body), and second as an individual mind (I am my Box). Growing out of the misidentification requires authentic initiations into adulthood.

It turns out that if psychopathic personalities are permitted to design a culture they will eliminate the initiatory processes that methodically and thoroughly destroy childish mis-identifications (and, incidentally, also detect psychopaths and prevent them from holding positions of power). Authentic initiations replace adolescent irresponsibilities with radical-adult four-body self-responsibility for being the global meshwork.

Without initiations, a patriarchal empire and its political, financial, military and religious institutions greedily consume all available resources and quickly take the planet towards suicide. We see this happening in today’s world.

Authentic initiations bridge participants to next culture, the culture that evolves after matriarchy and patriarchy, namely, archearchy: the sustainable, creative collaboration between the archetypal feminine and the archetypal masculine. (See Map of Cultural Evolution.)

Trainings providing initiatory experience begin at the edge of mainstream culture and serve as bridges which, step-by-step, through both healing initiations and stellating initiations, support participants to build enough energetic matrix to hold adult and archetypal consciousness.

At some point, a training group may become mature enough to noncognitively experience themselves beyond their body and their Box as integrated oneness with the entire global meshwork of life. Such an experience may re-orient a person’s entire self-image, self-experience, and life-plan. This is a core healing initiation that can become daily reality in an archearchal culture.
IMPORTANT TRAINER NOTES:

1. Thoroughly set the context for this process. Setting context may include possibility speaking to generate one or more of the thoughtmaps shown, or other relevant thoughtmaps not shown or perhaps thoughtmaps that have never been drawn.

2. Setting context may take more than one session. It may take a day or two before you thoroughly land next culture context in the space. If you fail to do this, modern culture context can easily infiltrate and twist the process into a Gremlin feeding frenzy. It is so easy for mind / Box / Gremlin to re-interpret or abuse this process which would make it unsafe and less that useful. Take whatever time it takes to set next culture context.

3. This is a held space and a navigated process that requires an absolutely sharp sword and total instantaneous alertness. A sleeping Trainer’s Gremlin will sneakily awaken and feed on the physical intimacies inherent in this process. An uninitiated Trainer will be too weak to stop other participants’ Gremlins from exchanging sexual substances during the body contact.

4. PURPOSE: to experience something almost never experienced before. It works through entering the unknown together. If someone assumes they know what this is, for example, if they behave in a way where they are out of the present and into already known behavior, it is up to the Trainer to stop these things publicly, immediately and clearly. CONFRONT WITH QUESTIONS. For example:
   a. Do you think we do this for Gremlin feeding? We do not.
   b. Do you think this is for getting into other people’s spaces and sucking energetic substances?
   c. Do you think this is tantric class? Shift and try again.
   d. Do you think this is contact improvisational dance? It is not.
5. This is respectful conscious organic flowing connection into the planetary ecology. This is being accepted as one with the Earth.

6. It is important to remember that not everyone in a group may be ready to do this exercise and that THIS IS OKAY. Not only is it okay, it is actually necessary that at least one person stand outside the group and represent the denying force in this process.

7. Three forces are involved in every whole process:
   a. The asserting force (creation).
   b. The sustaining force.
   c. The denying force (destruction).

8. If any of the three forces are not included from within the process then they are called in from outside the process, in other words, from police, neighbors, tax collectors, secret service, inspectors, regulating agencies, etc. As you could imagine, it is more efficient (smarter) to include the denying force from within the space.

9. The natural tendencies of groups is to reject those who reject them. Next Culture groups are aware of group dynamics and, within certain tolerances, work to include diversity. Meaning, they include the denying force as a crucial member of the team and part of the group intelligence process.

10. Therefore, if one or more of the group participants do not automatically exclude themselves from the process, have a volunteer ready to represent the denying force from outside the group. It is a painfully uncomfortable job to do, but someone has to do it for the wholeness of the group.

11. This Global Meshwork process is an archetypal process. What this means is that as the work is done it can upload new information into the human morphogenetic field of consciousness so that others can download and use it too. It helps when the Trainer keeps 10% of his or her attention on this uploading and downloading process. Then it can happen easier and more effectively. You may even want to mention this in the group so others know it is happening too.
INSTRUCTIONS / PROCEDURE:
(READ THIS) This is an unfolding process that allows each person to discover and experience their four-body oneness within the organic global meshwork and consciousness of planet Earth.

Do not force yourself to do this process. If you force yourself it doesn’t work anyways. Do not do this because you think you should. There is no group pressure to join in. In fact, we need at least one person to stay out of the field and not to join in, so that the denying force of the universe is included in the space.

In case someone does not naturally feel repelled from this process, is there someone willing to stay outside the group and do the job? (Choose one.) Thank you.

PRELUDE
Okay. Here we go. A meshwork is like a network only the purpose is different. In a network the purpose is to exchange information or contacts when this serves me. A network is for my convenience.

A meshwork is a community of practice. It is mutual service so that life happens. A meshwork may not be convenient – for example, when a lizard eats a fly it may not be convenient for the fly. When a lion eats a zebra it may not be convenient for the zebra. A meshwork is ecological interdependence, and there is no way out of it.

Modern culture has trained you to believe that you were never in Earth’s meshwork. Modern culture says that humans live on the Earth as inhabitants of a space ship that is here to serve us. Nothing could be farther from the truth. We are all ingredients in Earth’s ecosystem and consciousness. It is all one evolving system. You are about to experience this.

ACTION
Let’s move into this. Go very, very slowly with this. You are about to personally remember your ecological interdependence with the Earth. This may be painful.
At the same time, a part of you longs to stop being in denial and to come out of your isolation, so this may also be ecstatic. You get to come back home.

Please stand. Take a step towards the whole. What does ecological interdependence feel like in all four bodies? How does it look? How does it go?

Simply stay in your experience. Don’t conclude anything. Don’t try to do anything with it. Just experience it.

Take another step together.

Let yourself be moved by your space-time dancing. Let it come from somewhere you don’t know.

Slowly reconnect. Let every part of You connect with every other part of You. You are the Earth. You are the bacteria. You are the stones and the waters. You are the wind and clouds. You are the rain and lightening.

This is a whole interconnected system. Let yourself move slowly and be reconnected in.

Pause in each new connection. Let the reconnectedness sink in to all four bodies. You no longer need to pretend to be separate.

You are the roots of the plants, and the fruits and grains of the plants. You are the tiny and larger creatures who live on the fruit and greens and grains of the plants, and, lovingly, on each other.

How does it feel to be connected in at last? To flow and yet to be bonded to everyone and everything at the same time? Can you feel the trust come back? Can you feel the wisdom of the whole ecosystem come back?

How does the ecology flow? It is so complex and beautiful! Let it be experienced rather than understood.
TRAINER PLEASE REMEMBER!!!
At any instant an intervention may be required to keep this wildly twisting and alive space safe enough for both the victims and the perpetrators of unconscious Gremlin or Box games. Any second that you hesitate to intervene diminishes the safety of this exciting group exploratory transformational experience. It is only the integrity and clarity of your own space holding and space navigating that make this great healing adventure safe enough and therefore possible for people to engage! Otherwise the process can leave scars and becomes part of the problem rather than part of the solution.

LOGISTICS:
It depends on the maturity matrix of the group how long this goes on. It might last 5 minutes. It might last 25 minutes.

Keep your sword to hand. Stay in the process yourself. This is a great healing and transforming process that can change people’s lives for the better. Let yourself experience being connected into the great meshwork of organic living consciousness of the Earth.

ANOTHER TRAINER NOTE:
You may need to speak and interact with the person who is being the denying force of the space. That person may be freaking out a bit, feeling extremely alone, left out, questioning their inability to connect in. Great fear or sadness, or even anger may arise. Just acknowledge and respect it.

Past life incidents may come up. Old decisions may reveal themselves. Previous failures and ancient vows can rise from the dead. Recognize these things but do not process them now. Arrange to process them later. Stay in contact with all 3 forces at the same time:
1. The asserting slowly ecstatically interconnected healing writhing consciousness of Earth.
2. The denying destroying separate force.
3. The sustaining overall integrity and clarity of the space.
WRAP UP:
There is not necessarily anything to comprehend about this process. It comes as noncognitive experience, bypassing the mind for the most part. It goes in deep and keeps working.

As the interconnecting comes to its natural fullness perhaps the group will join in a large standing circle of mutual respect. Perhaps singing comes. Perhaps tears come. In the end, gratitude for the opportunity is most apparent. Let it all sink in. Take a silent break.

Afterwards you can sit in a big circle and take sharing comments from the experiences. Do not let this get intellectual. There is no point in that. Let it be what it was. Results of consciously entering the global meshwork will continue to unfold in each person for months to come.